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Abstract

This paper reviews extant agent applications and describes
the Agent Development Environment (ADE) toolkit. ADE
is the integrated development environment to design,
develop, debug, simulate and deploy agents. ADE supports
the development of multi-agent applications capable of
running on a single machine or on a distributed network.
ADE has been used to build commercial applications in the
area of: (i) manufacturing scheduling, (ii) manufacturing
process control, (iii) network information filtering, and (iv)
network load balancing.
We present intelligent supply chain agents for the software
procurement process using electronic commerce. The paper
highlights the use and utility of intelligent agents in
electronic commerce using ADE. Supply chain
management represents a critical competency in today’s
fast-paced, global business environment. However, in the
current transition from EDI to Web technology, most of the
capability for process integration is being lost. The
integration of buyer and seller supply chain processes is
critical for speed and responsiveness in today’s
hypercompetitive product and service markets. Intelligent
agent technology offers the potential to overcome this
limitation and effectively integrate buyer and seller
processes without the rigid inflexibility of EDI. We use
domain knowledge in software procurement and distributed
problem solving approaches. The paper concludes with
suggestions for future research.

Commerce Through Intelligent Supply Chain
Agents

Supply chain management (see Porter and Millar 1985)
represents a critical competency in today’s fast-paced,
global business environment, and a number of effective
practices (e.g., just-in-time deliveries, electronic data
interchange (EDI), supplier inventory management) 
employed to improve the competitiveness and efficiency of
enterprises around the world. With the continuing surge of
activities on the Web and corresponding research on
electronic commerce, many firms are moving to Web-
based support for commercial transactions (e.g., electronic
catalogs, storefronts, malls, etc.). In fact, Web-based
commercial transactions are beginning to supplant the
traditional EDI for some business-to-business commerce,
which itself represents a quantum improvement over
paper-based processes.
However, most of the capability for business process
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integration is being lost during the transition from EDI to
Web technology. Whereas EDI effectively compels buyers
and sellers to integrate their supply chain processes, Web-
based supply chain technologies are noticeably one-sided;
that is, the latter sites and applications are predominately
developed for either the buyer or seller, but not both. Our
two decades of experience with EDI (see Sokol 1996)
suggest that integration of buyer and seller supply chain
processes is critical for speed and responsiveness in
today’s hypercompetitive business environment (see
D’Aveni 1994).
Alternatively, intelligent agent technology offers the
potential to effectively integrate buyer and seller processes
without the rigid inflexibility of EDI. Using domain
knowledge and distributed problem-solving technology to
develop a set of intelligent supply chain agents, in this
paper we demonstrate this potential through the agent-
integrated supply chain process of software procurement.
We first provide a high-level overview of extant agent
applications and later describe the Agent Development
Environment (ADE) that is used to design and implement
intelligent supply chain agents. A case example follows to
demonstrate the feasibility and to highlight the use and
utility of intelligent agents in this commercial domain. The
paper closes with a set of conclusions and suggestions for
future research along these lines.

Extant Agent Applications

Work in the area of software agents has been ongoing for
some time and it addresses a broad array of applications.
Indeed, one need not research too far back in the literature
to identify a plethora of agent examples--so many that any
attempt to review them, even briefly, would constitute a
journal-length paper in and of itself. In this section we
provide a high-level overview of extant agent applications,
with a particular emphasis on a framework to relate them
with this present work.
It is informative to group extant agent applications into
four classes: !) information filtering agents, 2) information
retrieval agents, 3) advisory agents, and 4) performative
agents. Briefly, most information filtering agents are
focused on tasks such as filtering user-input preferences
for e-mail (e.g., Maes 1994, Malone et al. 1987), network
news groups (Sycara and Zeng 1996), frequently asked
questions (Whitehead 1994) and arbitrary text (Verity
1997). Information retrieval agents address problems
associated with collecting information pertaining to
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commodities such as compact disks (Krulwich n.d.) and
computer equipment (uVision 1997), in addition 
services such as advertising (PriceWatch 1997) and
insurance (Insurance 1997). We also include the
ubiquitous Web indexing robots in this class (see Etzioni
and Weld 1995) along with Web-based agents for report
writing (Amulet 1997), publishing (InterAp 1995) 
assisted browsing (Burke et al. 1997). Agents for technical
information delivery (Bradshaw et al. 1997) and
information gathering (Knobloch and Ambite 1997) are
not Web-based per se, but they perform a similar function.
A third class of agents is oriented toward providing
intelligent advice. Examples include recommendations for
CDs (Maes 1997), an electronic concierge (Etzioni 
Weld 1995), an agent "host" for college campus visits
(Zeng and Sycara 1995) and planning support for
manufacturing systems (Maturana and Norrie 1997).
Agents for strategic planning support (Pinson et al. 1997),
software project coordination (Johar 1997) and computer
interface assistance (Ball et al. 1997) are also grouped 
this class, along with support for military reconnaissance
(Bui et al. n.d.) and financial portfolio management
(Sycara et al. 1996). Performative agents in the fourth class
are generally oriented toward functions such as business
transactions and work performance. Examples include a
marketplace for agent-to-agent transactions (Chavez and
Maes n.d.) and an agent system for negotiation (Bui n.d.),
in addition to the performance of knowledge work such as
automated scheduling (Sen 1997, Walsh et al. 1997),
cooperative learning (Boy 1997) and automated digital
services (Mullen and Wellman 1996).
The intelligent supply chain agents developed through this
present research are probably best categorized in the fourth
group above (i.e., performative agents), but they have been
designed to also exhibit behaviors such as information
filtering and retrieval, and their use can be accomplished
through simulation (i.e., in an advisory role) as well 
enactment (i.e., the performative role). Thus, intelligent
supply chain agents have similarities with examples from
each of the four classes above. To further describe and
differentiate intelligent supply chain agents, we have
integrated the agent-taxonomy work of Franklin and
Oraesser (1996) with a three-dimensional structure from
Gilbert et al. (1995) to develop the analytical framework
presented in Figure 1.
In this framework we use the same intelligence and
mobility dimensions noted in the three-dimensional
structure above, but with the substitution of the new
dimension collaboration in lieu of autonomy/agency. This
follows the presumption of agent autonomy stressed by
Franklin and Graesser. For purpose of discussion, we have
annotated this three-dimensional space with one, relatively
"pure" exemplar from each dimension. For example, many
expert system applications are quite extensive in terms of
formalized, expert-level intelligence, but they traditionally
are not designed to operate on foreign hosts nor do they
generally collaborate with other expert systems to jointly
solve problems. Similarly, remote programming of the sort

enabled by Java and Telescript equip programs to execute
on foreign machines, but these procedural applications are
not generally endowed with the capability for intelligent
inference nor are they usually thought of in terms of
collaborative processing. Likewise, parallel processing has
an explicit focus on collaborative problem solving between
multiple, parallel processors, but this problem solving is
usually focused more on procedural processing than
intelligent reasoning and execution on foreign hosts is
rarely envisioned. Clearly exceptions exist for each class
(e.g., distributed AI, intelligent Java agents, etc.), but these
three exemplars should convey the basic concepts
associated with each dimension.

Collaboration
Parallel processing

ISCA

Mobility

Expert systems

Intelligence

Figure I Agent Framework

Notice the annotation for intelligent supply chain agents
(labeled "ISCA" in the figure). Although this class 
systems is not as extreme as any of the three exemplars
from above along any particular dimension, it occupies a
position roughly in the middle of this three-dimensional
agent space; all three of the exemplars from above are
situated along only a single axis. This adds to the challenge
of our agent development work, but it serves to enable a
new set of capabilities that prove to be quite effective and
useful for operational processes such as software supply
chain management. With this in mind, we turn now to the
agent development environment and architecture for this
class of intelligent supply chain agents.

Agent Development Environment and
Architecture

Agent Development Environment (ADE) is the integrated
development environment to design, develop, debug,
simulate and deploy agents. ADE is built on G2, an object-
oriented graphical environment that offers a robust
platform for the development of intelligent real time
systems. ADE supports the development of multi-agent
applications capable of running on a single machine or on
a distributed network. The main ADE components are
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Agent, Message, Activgy, Host and Environment. In this
section we briefly outline each in turn, followed by a
discussion of agent simulation. Examination of this ADE
architecture instantiated for a manufacturing supply chain
example is presented to close the section. We begin with a
high-level architectural schema that inter-relates each of
these ADE components. This is diagrammed in Figure 2.

Host1

i~ Host2

$oRwlrl F:rocel! 1 software Process Z

Figure 2 ADE Architectural Schema

.-) Agent. In ADE, agents communicate through

,.~
messages or events (a subclass of message). ADE
provides a basic direct addressing message
service, with some optional functionality (e.g.,

guaranteed delivery, message broadcast, subject-based
addressing). ADE uses delegation based event handling
similar to the JavaBeans model in which agents use
messages to generate and listen for events. Each agent has
a network-wide unique name. This enables communication
among agents distributed across a network to be
independent from an agent’ s location. Agents refer to each
other by their name and the name of an agent cannot be
changed during its entire "life." ADE provides a "Yellow
Pages" lookup capability; that is, specific properties can be
defined for agents, enabling other agents to send messages
qualified by their properties. Each agent can query the
yellow pages to find the names of agents matching a
specific Boolean set of properties. Agents can be
dynamically created, deleted, cloned and moved across the
network. ADE provides a base agent class called
AdeAgent. AdeAgent can be specialized and augmented
by application specific agent types. Example agents
include: ResoureeMonitoringAgent, ManufacturingCell-
Agent and JobBrokerAgent.
Agents in ADE are autonomous, multi-threaded objects
with their own state. Each thread of control of an agent is
represented by an activity instance. An agent can
concurrently perform multiple activities. For example, a
MachineToolAgent can be concurrently performing two
activities: monitoring a machine job and negotiating future
jobs with other agents. Messages and other events are sent,
and listened for, within the context of a specific activity of
an agent. Agent activities are defined either using the
Grafcet graphical language (discussed below) or directly
with methods for activity subclasses.

Message. ADE provides a base level message
class of type AdeMessage. Agents communicate
with each other by sending objects of type
AdeMessage or its subclass. A message
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contains the destination agent name. Messages are
handled by agent activities. A message can be sent to a
specific activity of an agent. In ADE, no acknowledgment
is required for messages. Exchange of messages between
agents may be synchronous or asynchronous. A
synchronous message blocks the activity of the agent until
the reply is received from the agent to which the message
was sent. Alternatively, an agent may continue to perform
its activity without blocking. It is assumed that messages
take a finite amount of time to be delivered. Thus, it is
possible for messages to get delayed or lost, and for
messages sent in opposite directions by different agents to
cross one another (i.e., both be in transit at the same time).
ADE supports two major subclasses of AdeMessage: (i)
AdeSolication is a message for which the sending agent
expects a reply; and, (ii) AdeAssertion is a message for
which the sending agent expects no reply. Messages are
used for the communication between agents and between
the different activities of the same agent. Communication
between agents and external devices or processes is also
accomplished through messages. A subclass of
AdeMessage called AdeEvent is provided in ADE for
discrete event simulation.

[.~ Activity. An activity defines a specific behaviorof an agent. AdeActivi~ class provided in ADE
facilitates the development of a multi-thread

............ capability without dealing with threads, stacks
and priorities. An agent may be concurrently performing
multiple activities of the same type or of different types.
Within an activity, multiple threads may be active at the
same time. Messages sent to an agent may either initiate a
new activity or may continue a dialog with an ongoing
activity. In the first case, the agent starts a new thread of
activity. During execution of an activity the agent can send
and receive synchronous and asynchronous messages.
Once an activity is started, the message can be sent directly
to it. An activity maintains a queue of received messages.
Within an agent, the AgentHandler defines the destination
activity for each message received. This handler is called
when a message does not identify its destination activity,
which usually occurs when an agent is initiating
communication with other agents.
Activities are defined either as methods or using Grafcets
(see Figure 3 for an example Grafcet used to define 
supply chain management application). AdeGrafcet is a
graphical language that shows both parallel and sequential
control structures in easy-to-understand pictorial form.
AdeGrafcet is an extension of Grafcet, or Sequential
Function Charts (SFC), a graphical language that has been
accepted as an industrial standard (IEC 848 and IEC i 13 !-
3) for local, PLC-level sequential logic control (David and
Alia 1992). A Grafcet Chart contains Nodes and the Links
among them define the flow of control of the activity of an
agent. The main types of nodes are Steps, Transitions,
MacroSteps, lterativeSteps and ProcessSteps. The main
types of links are Branches and Joins.
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Figure 3 Sample Grafcet Chart for Supply Chain
Management

A Step represents a state, phase or mode. Associated with a
step are actions that are performed when a step is
activated. In standard Grafcet the actions that can be done
in a step are of a Boolean nature, whereas AdeGrafcet
actions in steps are more general; they can be compared
with statements of a conventional programming language.
Message statements to other agents may be embedded in
the action of a step, and actions are internally represented
as procedures. The transitions act as gates on the flow of
control through the Grafcet Chart. Each transition is
associated with a condition that determines whether or not
control can pass through the transition. In ADE Grafcet
transition conditions are expressed as Boolean expressions
written as procedures. Control can pass through a
transition when its Boolean control expression evaluates to
TRUE. Wait statements for specific messages from other
agents may be embedded in condition procedures.
AdeGrafcet also provides MacroStep as a way to embed
one Grafcet chart in another, lterativeStep enables the

definition of embedded Grafcet Charts whose process is
repeated a number of times. ProcessStep is a MacroStep
executed in more than one Grafcet Chart. They are
equivalent to subroutines in standard programming
languages. A Link connects steps to transitions. Grafcet
allows a single step to be followed by more than one
transition, and a single transition to be followed by more
than one step. Thus, Grafcet allows control to fan-in and
fan-out, and Grafcet provides for a choice between
synchronous and asynchronous operations through a
variety of fan-in and fan-out links. There are five types of
links: Asynchronous Branch, SynchronousBranch, First-
True Branch, Asynchronous Join and Synchronous Join.

Host. In ADE, every agent registers itself to
AdeHost. There is one AdeHost for every
software process on which a multi-agent
application is running. An AdeHost is

responsible for delivering messages, as well as
dynamically initializing, moving, cloning and destroying
agents. When an agent is created, it is assigned to a
specific host. The host then installs the agent, registers the
agent properties and, if requested, connects the agent to
databases, on-line control systems, etc. The "Locator
Service" of a host enables each agent to locate all the other
agents in the application. When an agent moves (e.g., from
one machine to another), AdeHost forwards all the future
messages to the new address.

Environment. ADE supports agent clusters
by providing a special agent called
AdeEnvironment. As depicted in the figure
above, agents belonging to an environment

may reside on different hosts. AdeEnvironment enables
hierarchical grouping and encapsulation of agents and
provides local "Yellow Pages" services. Although agents
can move to different hosts across a network, an agent may
belong to only one environment. Agents within an
environment may be disallowed to communicate with
outside agents, and an environment can be a cluster of
other environments.
Agent Simulation. Because agent-based systems can
exhibit complex emergent dynamics, simulation is an
essential component of a multi-agent development
environment. ADE supports simulation during
development through a SimulationAgent that emulates the
behavior of external devices or processes. In this way, the
interaction of agents with the external physical
environment can be simulated during the development
phase. When the multi-agent application is deployed, the
interface with the Simulation-agents is replaced by the
actual interface with the physical devices.
Summary. in summary, ADE provides (i) a predefined
class hierarchy of agents and agent components; (ii) 
agent communications "middleware"; (iii) a graphical
programming language to design and develop agents’
behavior based on the Grafcet standard; (iv) a distributed
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simulation environment to test multi-agent applications
built with ADE; (v) complete debugging and tr acing
environment; and, (v) a deployment center to deploy
agents in the G2 environment or as "JavaBeans" in Java
Virtual Machine.

Manufacturing Supply Chain Instantiation

To add context to this discussion, ADE is used to build a
generic, three-level supply chain. Figure 4 shows a
process with an order agent, a customer agent and four
suppliers--one each for the engine, crankshaft, piston and
cylinder. The customer agent requires engines to make
cars, and the engine agent requires crankshafts, pistons and
cylinders. In this example, all agents are on a single
process, but they could just as well be distributed on
multiple processes instead. To further elaborate, we briefly
address the registration of agents in this supply chain
instance and the negotiation protocol defined for their
purposeful communications.
Registration of Agent. As noted in previous sections, each
agent has a unique name and specific properties. For
example, an engine supplier provides engines of a certain
kind and quality. Each agent and its properties are
registered with the host. Agents can find each other by
querying the host. An example query by an agent may be:
"get the name of all engine suppliers located in Ohio."
Agents communicate by sending messages addressed to
the name of each destination agent. The agent handler
distributes the message to the appropriate Activity (thread)
instance inside an agent. The logic of an Activity type of
an agent is described using a Grafcet Chart similar to one
in Figure 3. Agent sends the message via AdeHost. The
AdeHost locates the address of destination agent and
delivers the message.
Negotiation Protocol. The five-layer contract negotiation
protocol used in this example is delineated in Figure 5.
The customer sends a "request for quotation" (RFQ)
message to the first-tier supplier. The supplier then sends
"RFQ" messages to the second-tier suppliers. The first tier
supplier is therefore a consumer of the second tier
suppliers’ products, so the same rules, protocols and
intelligent behaviors can be defined and applied
recursively for supply chains of arbitrary depth. Each
supplier sends a "bid" message with a due date, quantity
and cost, or a "no-bid" message with reason for no-bid.
The customer then sends an "award" or a "no-award" to
each supplier. The suppliers return either "confirmation"
or "non-confirmation" messages. Finally the customer
sends either a "proceed" message with purchase order
number or a "no-proceed" message.

I

i.-

...... ~ .........E no $uppler Pi~n~u’~i’iier ~-

Cylinder Supplier 2 i-.~!~,:’~;~;:.
. ~!~.~i~

Crank~ailSupplier I Crank~aflSuppher2 I~,-~’~?:~

Figure 4 Modeling of Agents in a Supply Chain
Management Application

~ _~eed
roceed

Customer

r+2 N  u.,,o

n~bid

Customer Supplier

Figure 5 Contract Negotiation Protocol

GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
APPLICATION

In this section we discuss the use of ADE and application
of intelligent supply chain agents to redesign the
government software procurement process. We begin by
outlining the two primary processes involved--government
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software purchasing and commercial software order
fulfillment. We then describe the structure and behavior of
the intelligent supply chain agents developed to perform in
this environment.

The high-level process delineated in Figure 6 depicts the
integration of the User, Government Supply Department
and software Contractor. The baseline (i.e., before redesign
using agent technology) process begins with a user in the
organization identifying a need and determining his or her
preliminary software requirements. A market survey
follows with the market information (e.g., products,
capabilities, companies, prices, etc.) used to complete 
(paper-based) procurement request form. This form 
submitted to the Supply Department for processing, in
which a Buyer verifies the form (e.g., in terms of
completeness, required documentation such as sole-source
justification, adequate budget, etc.) and then researches
some potential sources for procurement (e.g., existing
contracts, approved-vendor lists, small/ disadvantaged-
business lists, etc.) in addition to the sources identified
through the market survey. An RFQ is generally issued
and quotations are analyzed by the Buyer, who then
summarizes the information for review and source
selection by the user. A purchase order is then issued and
the transaction is completed as the software is delivered to
the user and payment is made.

User Supply Dept Contractor
ID r~ts

pMRa~-.?rvey
" Verify form

Rese~arch sources
T

quotes

~lssue order.=..--.-.-,~.: FulfUl order

Use goods ~ Receive good,Send invoke

i Make peymen~----~-]~ Oepma funds

Figure 6 Integrated Process

The Grafcet, presented in Figure 7, depicts the user
behavior and maps homomorphically to the integrated
process flow from Figure 6. For example, the Grafcet flow
begins with the user identifying his or her need and
determining the preliminary software requirements. The
next step involves the market survey. Notice the "market
agent" that is identified as the recipient of a task message
here. The supply chain agent does not care whether this
task is accomplished by a human or machine agent, so long
as the market survey is completed. Upon receipt of
acceptable market survey results, the agent uses its

knowledge of NPS purchasing procedures to create the
purchase request form which is sent to the Supply
Department for ~rocessing.

!

wait tor’l~roe t~dion"
¯ ,~ from ~y depf.

,~ teed ~mt ord#’ to
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I :p,r~ e.,=,,,-

~
ldm~ ...d &
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teed raemoe to ’tmlUht.qenl’
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Figure 7 Grafcet for User Behavior

In the corresponding Grafcet for the Supply Department,
the supply agent "listens" for a purchase request. Recall
that the agents are multi-threaded, so they can be
performing a host of other activities while waiting for such
requests. As depicted in Figure 6 above, the supply agent
verifies the purchase request, which is either returned for
additional information or processed through the
subsequent steps (e.g., researching sources, issuing RFQ,
etc.).
The software contractor agent waits for an incoming order
from the Supply Department. Upon receipt of such art
order, it prepares a quotation and sends it to the requesting
agent (i.e., supply). If an order is received, the agent’s
tasks branch to fulfill the order (i.e., send the software
"goods") and invoice the customer.
The agents’ activity behaviors are implemented via the
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Grafcet Charts. Specific behavior for each step and node of
the Grafcet chart is described through a method. The
distributed nature of the ADE enables agents to inter-
operate on different hosts (i.e., agents can be
simultaneously at the customer’s and supplier’s sites). The
distributed agents can communicate with each other via
AdeHost. The supply chain application described in this
paper involves multiple instances of only a single agent
type for the user, supply department and software
contractor. A marketspace of multiple agent types can be
created by subclassing AdeAgent and describing the agents
behavior using Grafcets.

OTHER ADE APPLICATIONS

Multi-Agent Learning in Adaptive Process
Control

This application describes a prototype application of multi-
agent architecture and reinforcement learning to adaptive
control. The application domain is a Plating Line, which
deposits layers of different metals on plates to produce
electrical connectors. Plates go through a sequence of
baths where different metals are layered by electrolytic
process. At the end of the process, a controller checks the
thickness of the layers of metals and determines
discrepancies between set points and actual values. The
process is regulated by two control variables: the Baths
Rectifier Current and the Line Speed. The objective of the
prototype is to demonstrate: (1) A possibility to distribute
the problem solving activities of a complex control
problem over multiple interactive components. (2) 
capacity to learn in a simulated environment and apply the
learning in real time to maintain a stable output thickness
of the Plates as close as possible to the set point. The
prototype adopts: (1) A multi-agent architecture 
represent the decision making of the components of the
plating process and their interaction. (2) Reinforcement
learning as a method through which the agents learn to
adapt their behavior by interacting among themselves and
with the environment.

Scheduling & Dispatching using Intelligent
Distributed Autonomous Agents
The application shows intelligent scheduling and
dispatching decisions being made by small intelligent
autonomous agents using the market mechanism. Each job
and its sub-jobs, and each resource is represented by an
agent. The resources are aggregated into manufacturing
ceils. There are agents for tracking production, generating
reports, alarm management, maintenance management,
and process planning. The application displays the current
load and number of jobs for each resource, number of jobs
early, late, or on time, and various other shop floor
statistics. The agents in this application are distributed over
multiple CPUs.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we described an Agent Development
Environment for developing distributed multi-agent
applications. ADE is an integrated environment to design,
develop, debug, simulate and deploy intelligent agents.
The behavior of an agent can be described using a
graphical language, Grafters. We then presented a supply
chain management application developed for the
government software procurement process. The
application is extremely important because the U.S.
government procurement lead times are notoriously long
and the time required for software purchases often exceeds
the product lifecycles themselves. Since the U.S.
government represents the largest single buyer in the world
with an estimated $40B worth of annual software
procurement (STSC 1996), any significant improvement 
the federal procurement process can effect tremendous
savings for the nation.
We designed, developed and integrated three types of
agents for the government software procurement process
using ADE: (a) government software user, (b) government
supply department, and (c) commercial software vendor.
Although the proof-of-concept implementation is far from
an "industrial strength" application, it satisfies our
feasibility goals and suggests that the agent-based
approach and ADE technology has the potential to scale
well across multiple users, customers and vendors. This
represents our primary objective at this early research
stage.
We also constructed a simulation model for the paper-
based "as is" process that is used today at the Naval
Postgraduate School and Gensym Corp. We plan to use
simulation to analyze procurement cost and lead time
between the paper-based "as is" process and the agent-
based "redesigned" process. The simulation results will
also be used to adapt and tailor the supply chain agents.
Also, since so~vare as a product is comprised of digital
information, the exchange of software-product information
and the goods themselves can be performed electronically.
Future work in this area can utilize Electronic Data
Interchange to exchange products and products
information via intelligent autonomous agents, thus further
reducing procurement lead times. The agent-based
commercial transactions between buyers and sellers can
supplant the traditional EDI for business-to-business
commerce and can potentially increase speed and
responsiveness in today’s hypercompetitive business
environment.
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